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burden on the computer that they
usually don’t perform as well as
regular modems. These modems,
called Winmodems or host-based
modems, are relatively inexpensive
because they use the PC’s processor
to do all the work that other
modems’ processors would other-
wise have to do.

In addition to the physical varia-
tions among modems, variations
exist regarding their purpose. The
most common application for
modems, of course, is using them to
connect to the Internet through an
ISP. However, modems have been
used for other tasks in the past, and
as long as computers of all shapes
and sizes need to communicate with
each other, new uses will be found
for modems in the future. Today,
numerous specialized computers
need customized modems to commu-
nicate with other computers. These
types of computers range from the
credit card terminal at a department
store to traffic light controllers and
automatic teller machines. 

■ Future Forecast. What can we
expect in the future when regular
modems are already as fast as they can
get? (By using the term “regular
modems,” we refer to modems that
use POTS [Plain Old Telephone
Service], the same phone system you
use for voice telephone calls.) 

After all, with FCC restrictions on
phone line voltage imposing a
53,000bps limitation on 56Kbps
modems, can consumers really expect
to blaze online at the speed of light
someday? Well, that day hasn’t arrived
yet, but there are new types of tech-
nologies and modems available that
promise to break the 56Kbps barrier.

The two main challengers are cable
modems and DSL (Digital Subscriber Line)
routers (often referred to as DSL modems). Both
offer huge improvements in speed and boast
several added conveniences. For example, if
you’re online using a regular modem, you can’t
call anyone or receive phone calls while using
the modem (unless you have “call waiting” and
don’t mind being kicked offline when someone
calls you). Cable and DSL, however, allow users
to go online without tying up their phone lines. 

These two high-speed Internet access options,
as well as the ISDN (Integrated Services
Digital Network) method, are known as broad-
band services. Broadband transmission lets 
several data streams transmit simultaneously
over common communications lines and offer
incredible speed and other advantages over the
traditional analog modem setup. 

The major disadvantage of each of these
broadband alternatives is that they aren’t readily

accessible nationwide. Due to
various complications involving
old or faulty communications
lines that need to be replaced or
providers that require users to be
within a certain number of feet of
a central office, some U.S. resi-
dents will have to live without
broadband services for now. 

As of April 2001, 18% of U.S.
households subscribed to broad-
band Internet services, according
to a study by research firm TNS
Intersearch. However, an addi-
tional 13% of those surveyed said
they had planned to subscribe to
broadband within six months.

When those surveyed were
asked why they had yet to sub-
scribe to the new services, the
participants cited high prices and
low availability as the main rea-
sons for not making the step up.
Twenty-two percent responded
saying cable modems and DSLs
cost too much while 15% said
these services were not even
offered as an option to them.

The best way to find out
whether you qualify for any of
these services is to visit the Web
sites of your local telephone com-
pany, your area cable company,
and national providers. 

■ Take The Broadband
Route Online. So what will it
be? Do you want to continue
using the 56Kbps modem you
already have or should you con-
sider using cable modems, xDSL,
or ISDN? 

According to the most recent
statistics, Web surfers are willing
to invest in speedy Internet con-
nections. However, until the
overall price drops and broad-

band services become more readily available,
the analog, dial-up modem won’t pack its bags
for Florida just yet. If past experience in the com-
puter industry is any indication of what intense
competition can accomplish, consumers can
look forward to falling prices and increased con-
nection options for traveling online.       
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T hese three illustrations demonstrate the basics for
installing the ISDN (Integrated Services Digital

Network), DSL (Digital Subscriber Line), and cable
modem Internet access methods in a typical home.
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